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THE MARKET NEED
Over the past decade, the San Diego brewing industry has built a worldwide reputation as one of craft 

beer’s major capitals. Year after year, San Diego brewers consistently take home dozens of medals 

from The Great American Beer Festival, The World Beer Cup, and many other internationally acclaimed 

competitions.   This success has translated directly into dollars: San Diego’s beer industry has become 

an incredible economic driver for the county, with revenues that topped $1.1 billion dollars in 2017.  

The craft beer boom that has taken hold in San Diego has spread across America and has spawned a 

flourishing new industry known as “Beer Tourism.”  

Surprisingly, there is no brick-and-mortar tourist destination dedicated to beer tourism in San Diego—

or in all of California, for that matter.  Outside of individual tasting rooms and brewery tours, there is 

no venue that serves the craft beer community’s strong need for an educational, entertaining, and 

experiential gathering place.

Beer is the third most widely consumed beverage in the world, just behind water and tea. Its 
popularity grows year after year, as does market demand for it—especially craft beer. In fact, for each 
of the past five years, craft beer market share has grown steadily between 5% and 10%.  According 
to the Brewers Association, craft beer sales in 2017 grew at a rate of 5%, reaching 12.7% of the U.S. 
beer market by volume. Retail dollar sales of craft increased 8%, up to $26.0 billion, and now account 
for more than 23% of the $111.4 billion U.S. beer market.

THE SOLUTION
The Museum of Beer (MoB) is going to provide visitors with the first—and only—fully immersive, 

entertaining, hands-on, educational craft beer experience. 

Museum of Beer will be an entertainment-driven, educational facility that immerses visitors in 

the history, processes, and community that make up San Diego’s craft beer culture.  Highlights will 

include a nano brewing system, hands-on discovery with technology-infused exhibits, interactive 

creation stations, a beer-themed art gallery, and a wide variety of beer tasting options.  For relaxation 

or continued discovery, visitors can try special food-and-beer pairings in the MoB Tasting Room, 

select from a list of 65+ exclusively San Diego draft beers, pick a rare or limited-release bottle from 

MoB’s unique and extensive bottle list, or lounge on an outdoor patio with live music.   Museum of 

Beer will have something for everyone to enjoy, whether they’re a casual beer lover or a serious 

craft beer aficionado.  



THE TARGET MARKET
Museum of Beer’s core demographic will comprise  an even split between locals and tourists. Even 

though the museum will appeal to all kinds of visitors—including complete beer novices—the typical 

museum guest will be a  fan of craft beer, the Southern California lifestyle, technology, museums, 

educational experiences, and social connectivity (MoB will be an Instagrammer’s dream!).  About 

31.5% of the guests will be female and 68.5% will be male, with a target age range of 21-36 (46%) and 

37-54 (35%).

A WIN-WIN FOR EVERYONE
From a marketing and PR standpoint, Museum of Beer will be a boon to every other beer-related 

business in town. MoB programs and exhibits will actively promote San Diego’s breweries, and will 

specifically encourage and inspire guests to visit breweries on their own. This cross-promotion will 

greatly benefit brewers, it will also reinforce the efforts of the San Diego Brewers Guild and will 

generate significant business for local tour companies and ride share businesses. 

 

Museum of Beer will also be a major win for the San Diego Tourism Authority and the Downtown 

Partnership. Most significantly, it will provide SDTA with a major new cultural attraction that will 

finally dovetail with the money and effort it has spent promoting San Diego as a craft beer capital.  

As a downtown destination with eventual worldwide recognition, MoB will also support significant 

economic growth as it drives convention, corporate, and hotel business and boosts dollars for many 

other related industries. 

A NOTE ON COMPETITION
There is nothing in all of California like Museum of Beer San Diego. There is a wealth of breweries 

in San Diego (more than 150), tasting rooms, craft beer bars, and even one or two historical exhibits 

that touch on the early days of craft beer in a very superficial way, but there is no visitor-based 

venue that encompasses all the elements that MoB will encompass. 

San Diego Tourism Authority and other local business-boosting organizations have done a great 

job in recent years promoting San Diego as one of the world’s greatest craft beer destinations—

they’ve spent millions, devoted many years of effort to their cause, and are responsible for tens 

of thousands of visitors coming to San Diego with a specific goal of doing some beer tourism. 

Unfortunately, right now, those visitors have no central hub to visit, no “Beer Welcome Center” to 

give them an overview and to provide them with a quintessentially San Diego craft beer experience. 

All that will change with the Museum of Beer San Diego. 



THE PRIMARY EXHIBIT 
EXPERIENCE AT  

MUSEUM OF BEER



Museum of Beer San Diego will be made up of eight core exhibits that 
represent the most important and engaging topics related to beer and 
San Diego craft beer. Each major exhibit will be augmented by a variety 
of supporting exhibits and experiences, all designed to maximize guest 
interaction, immersion, and enjoyment.

THE SCIENCE OF BEER

As the first stop on the museum experience, this exhibit features a nano brew system where guests 

will take a crash course on the science and process of brewing.  They will learn how hops, yeast, 

grains, and water are combined in various ways to create the wide range of flavor profiles that exist 

today and will also get an overview of fermentation, sanitation, and recipe development.

Hands On: Guests will have the opportunity to see, smell, and touch some of the raw ingredients 

that go into beer making and will have their first encounters with the sheer variety of hops, grains, 

and yeasts that are used in brewing. The exhibit will also include demonstrations on how to pour, 

taste and enjoy San Diego’s world famous craft beers. This highly spirited and educationally 

driven introduction will give guests the information needed to maximize their journey through 

the museum.

THE BEER UNIVERSE

This is where visitors will see how the world of beer is organized. Not only will they learn about the 

differences between the two overarching style categories—lagers and ales—they will find out about 

all the major kinds of beer that are made around the world, along with the basics of color, aroma, 

and flavor that go with each style.

Hands On: An interactive, multi-sensory map of the world will provide guests with a fun and 

engaging way to see which beers come from which countries around the globe.  



AMERICA’S HOPPIEST CITY: 
THE STORY OF SAN DIEGO’S CRAFT BEER HISTORY

Community, Pride, Passion, Innovation, and Collaboration are the core values that define San 

Diego’s craft brewing history.  From its roots in the late 19th century to the present day, San Diego’s 

entrepreneurial spirit and relentless persistence have built a reputation that is second to none.  

This self-guided, multi-sensory/multi-tech exhibit takes visitors on a historic journey from San 

Diego to Tijuana and back as it creatively traces the timeline of the city’s rise to the top of the craft 

world.  As visitors view prominent artifacts, they will see and hear stories of trials, tribulations, 

and successes from the region’s legendary brewers.  Guests will learn about the critical role home 

brewers have played and will explore some of the pathways from beer fanatic to home brewer 

to professional brewmaster.  This exhibit will provide unique access to rare collections from the 

community, will showcase past awards, and will celebrate key organizations such as Home Brew 

Mart, Pinkboots, QUAFF, and Brewchive.  

Hands On: An interactive, multimedia installation will display the core branches of San Diego’s 

“Brewing Family Tree,” which will show the myriad connections among the founding breweries and 

the brewing landscape today. 

BE THE BREWER

Videos and virtual reality bring guests an exhilarating opportunity to experience firsthand what 

it’s like to create delicious beer in a brewhouse. Attendees will be part of the entire beer making 

process and will see a brewer make key choices about the grain bill, mash temperature, hop choices, 

yeast choices, adjuncts, and overall brewing techniques. 

Hands On: Brew Your Own Beer (BYOB). Guests step into the role of master brewer as they create 

and “virtually” brew their own craft beer utilizing the museum’s unique BYOB system.  Guests will 

have the ability to experiment with various ingredients, brewing temperatures, fermentation styles 

and conditioning methods to produce their own “award winning” recipe.  The visitor’s delicious 

beverage will “brew” on the screen in front of him or her and a tasting card will then appear, which 

recommends similar local beers that can be found at the museum’s extensive Tasting Room.  It 

will also contain information and directions to local breweries that have craft beers similar to the 

recipe that was  created.  These results will also be added to each guest’s customized “Hoppy Times 

Report” (described in detail later in this overview).



SUN, SURF, AND BEER!

Exhilarating drone footage and hi-tech video will immerse guests in the awe-inspiring landscape of 

San Diego beer.  Viewers will “fly” from the mountains of Alpine to the white sands of Coronado 

and will “drop into” crowds at beer festivals, beer gardens, tasting rooms, and iconic craft beer 

bars. Along the way, San Diegans of all kinds will relate their unique craft beer experiences and will 

inspire every viewer to be a part of this unique and exciting region.

Hands On: Through innovative video and software technology, guests will be able to ask questions 

of brewers and will have a custom-created conversation. Questions will span all topics, including 

brewing, beer, food, San Diego landmarks, San Diego history, and great things to do in San Diego. 

Interactive: Along with the “Hoppy Times Report” a tailor-made itinerary will be generated for 

each guest. 

BEER FOR BREAKFAST: THE  91X FILM SET

The super-popular Friday morning specialty show on 91X, Beer For Breakfast, will find permanent 

residence inside the Museum of Beer.  Each week, the radio crew will tape live from their custom 

built set within the venue.  Shows will cover a wide range of topics while hosting local breweries 

and industry professionals.  Episodes will air across multiple social media outlets and provide for a 

constant flow of quality content streaming from the museum.  During the week, the BFB set will be 

used as the final stop on the tour where guests will receive a flight of tastings to conclude their MoB 

experience, along with basic instructions about how to taste and evaluate beer, how to pair beer 

with food, and how to store and age beer.  The location will also be used for capturing additional 

content such as live band performances, educational talks, and chef demonstrations.  It will be a 

great place for guests to take photos as the lighting will be perfect and the backdrop... epic!

Hands On: Hoppy People Unite! A “feel good” and ever evolving exhibit that unites people through 

their MoB experience. Guests will walk through a canopy of hops vines where they can choose to 

pass along a positive message to other guests of the museum.   Hop-shaped cards will be available 

for guests to write down their message and attach it to the vines.  As the messages accumulate, the 

visual grows.

GETTING BEER TO YOU

This exhibit focuses on all the critical stages that are involved in handling beer once it is brewed. 

Engaging and interactive displays will show the ins-and-outs of how draft systems work, how 

kegs are filled, how bottles and cans are filled, and how beer is kept from going bad. Alongside this 

presentation, a full interactive display of beer glass styles and shapes will enlighten guests about 

the specific designs of each and why they’re important. 

Hands On: The Perfect Pour - Pouring beer is an art and critical to the overall tasting experience.  

This technology-driven exhibit challenges guests to pour the perfect beer utilizing a digital draft 

system.  Visitors will step behind a bar to test their technique while motion-capture software 

tracks their progress.  A real-time representation of their efforts will appear on an adjacent video 

screen and the system will give guests their “pour score.”  Visitors can use this stop as practice or to 

challenge a friend to a “pour-off” and see who reigns as the ultimate beer tender!  The results will 

be added to the visitor’s “Hoppy Times Report,” which will be emailed or texted to each guest at the 

end of their MoB experience.  

THE ART OF CRAFT - FROM CAN TO CANVAS

As special as each craft beer is that fills a can or bottle, the same should be said about the artwork 

found on the label; it tells the unique story of a brewery while reinforcing its brand, values, and 

ideologies.  It also drives sales and adds impact and value to a business that, in order to survive, 

requires consumers to take notice of it.

The Art of Craft celebrates the mashup of brewing and art, two worlds that come together in a 

gallery style setting, and highlights the most iconic logos, cans, and labels found across the San 

Diego craft beer spectrum.  A rotating exhibit of local artists who have created iconic beer art will 

also be on display in this area. 

Hands On: Drawing inspiration from the logos and labels on display, visitors will create their 

own personalized beer labels, which will be printed directly onto a can or bottle as a one-of-a-

kind keepsake. 



TASTING ROOM & BEER GARDEN 

The MoB food & beverage component will be a spacious bar and tasting space that will host more 

than 65 rotating taps from San Diego’s finest and most popular breweries. The beer list will be 

curated by San Diego craft beer authority, Bruce Glassman, as will the sensory and educational 

program, which will include special beer flights, beer-and-food pairings, and other special events.   

The MoB Tasting Room will be open to the public—separate from museum admission—and will 

become a singular craft beer destination of its very own. Special contributions from local brewers—

like cheese from CheeseSmith and an unparalleled bottle collection of rare and limited releases—

will make Museum of Beer one of downtown’s most popular food and beer venues.

FIRECRACKER PIZZA

The museum has partnered with Master Pizzaiolo, Chip Schloss, of Firecracker Pizza to install and 

run a world-class style pizzeria. Chip only sources the finest local ingredients to fuel his super 

creative gastronomic creations, which will also be developed to enhance and broaden the 

beer tasting experience of all guests.    

MULTI-PURPOSE EVENT SPACE

MoB has already established deep connections with key players in the corporate events and 

convention industries. In addition, MoB plans a robust marketing and national advertising campaign 

that will attract meeting planners, events coordinators, and tourism professionals from all over 

the globe. These connections will make Museum of Beer a high-demand location for meetings and 

special events, and will create a significant parallel revenue stream that will be year-round and 

highly profitable.

MORE SPECIAL FEATURES AT 
MUSEUM OF BEER SAN DIEGO

NANO BREWERY • TASTING ROOM & BEER GARDEN • PIZZERIA • EVENT SPACE 
MINI EXHIBITS AND VISUALS • HOPPY TIMES • MERCH TANK

THE NANO BREWERY

With its Type 23 license (small beer manufacturer) the Museum of Beer will operate as a nano 

brewery.  The 3.5-barrel brew system will serve as more than an educational component of the tour, 

it will also be an experimental venue for local brewers, a collaboration center,  and a place where 

home brewers can take their craft to the next level.  Special MoB beer releases will be available for 

visitors to sample in the Tasting Room, alongside dozens of other great San Diego creations.  



MINI EXHIBITS & VISUALS

To maximize guest engagement, MoB’s Primary Exhibits will be augmented with a wide variety of 

additional elements that will keep visitors immersed in the MoB experience no matter where they 

are in the museum. Multiple smaller exhibits and fun activities will include a “Tap Handle Wall of 

Fame,” a giant magnetic poetry wall, educational infographics, a beer pong challenge for prizes, 

murals made out of bottle caps, visually awesome photo ops, and beer-themed games in the 

Tasting Room.

HOPPY TIMES

The “Hoppy Times” is the museum’s digital community platform that allows for a free and 

constant connection with past guests.  It’s an e-newsletter taken to the next level.  At the point 

of purchasing a ticket, the visitor becomes a “MoB’ster,” which is MoB’s de facto loyalty program.  

This digital connection will continue the conversation far beyond the initial visit and will make all 

patrons from past and present accessible for promotions, sales, and community building.  Hoppy 

Times will also provide direct access to its target market while it amasses data that can be used 

to focus future programming, community outreach, and marketing efforts.  As a “MoB’ster,” each 

guest’s journey will be captured electronically through pictures, beer recipes they have created, 

challenges they have taken, and educational interactions they have experienced.  This “memory 

book” of information will be sent via email or text as the first edition of the “Hoppy Times.”  Special 

offerings from breweries, partners, restaurants and other regional attractions will be included as an 

added-value benefit. With this resource, the museum will create its own media outlet that can be 

utilized in countless ways to keep beer enthusiasts coming back time and again.

MERCH TANK

At the completion of their exhibits experience, guests will be immersed in the MoB Merch Tank, 

which will offer a wide array of MoB-branded gifts, clothing, and media, in addition to a uniquely 

engaging collection of San Diego brewery merchandise and incredible beer-related gadgets.   



The Museum of Beer has 
identified East Village, San 

Diego as the ideal location to 
call home.  

This trendy neighborhood is flourishing with development and is widely accepted as the new 

entertainment “hot-spot” in the region.  Not only does this area have available properties with the 

required 12,000+ square-foot minimum, East Village is bursting with new development that caters 

to a young and notably adventurous community.  Dozens of high-rise work/live loft dwellings are 

being constructed and there is already easy access to public transit.  

East Village is centrally located between the Embarcadero and Balboa Park, and is even closer to 

Petco Park and the Convention Center; from any of those locations, Museum of Beer would be less 

than a 10-minute rideshare. In addition, the area provides fast access to two major freeways that 

connect downtown to Los Angeles and all points in between.    

THE LOCATION 



The Museum of Beer was founded by Anthony Ridenhour, Molly Ridenhour, Michael Kociela and 

Christine Kociela.  Together, they possess a wide variety of skills and experiences that will 

enable them to successfully launch, build, and operate the Museum of Beer. Collectively, they have 

conceptualized, built, and run multiple museums, promoted large-scale community events, 

launched significant fundraising/sponsorship drives, managed entertainment venues and orchestrated 

massive marketing/PR campaigns.  They have endorsements from the biggest players in the San Diego 

brew community, strategic relationships with city organizations, an alliance with the largest San Diego 

based media outlet (Local Media San Diego), and the unique ability to leverage all of the regional industry 

stakeholders to operate the museum at the highest level.  

Anthony Ridenhour, Chief Executive Officer, 
has 14 years of high-level leadership experience, half of which has been spent as the acting 

Executive Director of a Nationally Accredited Museum.  Anthony has also managed art galleries, an art 

publishing company and has spent many years developing and implementing entertaining exhibits and 

educational programs for the San Diego community. 

Molly Ridenhour, Chief Operations Officer, 
serves as the President & CEO of the San Diego Civic Youth Ballet, San Diego’s oldest classical ballet 

school. Molly has advanced degrees in dance performance, education, and administration and has 

worked in arts administration for over 13 years. She currently serves on the Board of Directors for the 

Balboa Park Cultural Partnership, Dance/USA, and transcenDANCE Youth Arts Project.

Mike Kociela, Director of Development, 
spent ten years of his early career touring the United States in a band signed by Universal Records 

before going on to produce some of the nation’s largest music festivals. Mike’s San Diego-based 

agency, Westward Entertainment, focuses on event production, marketing/brand management, and 

sponsorship development.  Mike is also the Founder and Creator of the National Blues Museum in 

St. Louis, Missouri,  a 23,000-square-foot educational facility dedicated to telling the entire story of 

the Blues.  

Christine Kociela, Chief Financial Officer, 
is a graduate from Southern Illinois University Carbondale who started her career in the advertising 
industry at D’Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles (DMB&B). After spending a decade in the corporate 
world, she decided to join forces with her husband to create one of the largest event production 
companies in the Midwest - Entertainment St. Louis. After her move to the West Coast,  Christine 
became the Business Manager for Westward Entertainment, a San Diego-based event management and 
production company. 

Bruce Glassman, Curator of Craft,
is an expert on San Diego craft beer and industry history with deep ties to the brewing community. He has 

written numerous books on beer, including San Diego's Top Brewers, and has been a regular contributor of 

beer content for San Diego Tourism Authority, The San Diego Brewery Guide,  and San Diego Magazine. 

THE TEAM



ADVISORS
MoB will rely on the expertise, guidance, and ongoing involvement of many key players in the craft 

beer community. Brewery owners, brewers, beer writers, historians, tourism and craft business 

professionals will all play central roles in guaranteeing the accuracy, completeness, and proper 

presentation of all MoB’s content. Moreover, all exhibits and narratives will be developed 

in consultation with MoB team member Bruce Glassman, veteran beer writer and San Diego 

beer industry expert, who will maintain an ongoing position at MoB.   

As members of the Finance Craft Brew affinity group, MoB has also become acquainted with 

owners, financiers, accountants, and suppliers of regional breweries, and has formed relationships 

with educational institutions such as “Brewchive,”™ which is part of the California State University 

San Marcos Library.  

A diverse Advisory Board will play an ongoing role in the museum’s planning and development. 

A preliminary (and by no means complete) list of advisors includes:

• Rick Chapman, Co-Founder, Coronado Brewing Company

• Peter Zien, Owner and CEO, AleSmith Brewing Company

• Chris Cramer, Co-Founder, Karl Strauss Brewing Company

• Doug Constantiner, Co-Founder, Societe Brewing

• Mike Ford, Founding Member and President, Pro Back Office

• Dora McCann Guerreiro, Executive Director, East Village
Association

• Kris Michell, President and CEO, Downtown San Diego Partnership

•  Paul Sangster, Co-Founder, Rip Current Brewing Company
(past president of the SDBG)

• Paige McWey Acers, Executive Director, San Diego Brewers Guild

• Brewchive, Cal State San Marcos

• West Coaster Magazine



BE A PART OF HISTORY
NAMING RIGHTS & SPONSORSHIP

As the first brick and mortar attraction dedicated to beer tourism in all of California, Museum of 

Beer will be the epicenter of craft culture.  Conceptual “edutainment” venues are the way of the 

future and there are very few that exist in the SoCal market.  This immersive learning platform is 

on the cutting edge of the museum experience and the MoB has captured a category that is beyond 

popular on a global scale.  Best of all, it’s located in the number one beer city in the world - San 

Diego, California!

This is your opportunity to join the team, position yourself as a strong community leader and to 

integrate your brand throughout an incredibly entertaining venue. Naming Rights to the exhibits 

and brand positioning through sponsorship is available in a multitude of creative ways.  Inclusion in 

our vast marketing campaigns and access to our highly desirable demographics just scratches the 

surface for the added value the museum can deliver.

We look forward to exploring the virtually unlimited avenues in which this world-class museum 

can drive positive and memorable connections to your brand. 

CALL US NOW TO LEARN HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED!!

Mike Kociela 
Development Director 

Museum of Beer San Diego 
619.540.5653 

mike@museumofbeer.com

HOPPY PEOPLE UNITE & CHEERS!




